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FALSE PURPOSE RUNDOWN CORRECTION LIST 

WORD LIST 

 These are the words from HCOB 13 June 84, FPRD Series 9, FALSE PURPOSE  
RUNDOWN CORRECTION LIST. 

 These words should be cleared on the pc before the False Purpose Rundown 
Correction List is actually assessed, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS. 

 The auditor or student must have received high-crime checkouts from Qual on the 
above references before clearing these words on a PC. The auditor or student uses 
Method 5 Word Clearing when clearing these words on the PC. 

 This word list need only be cleared once in the PC's auditing if it was correctly 
cleared the first time. Words previously cleared are not re-cleared. 

____________ 



WORDS FROM THE FALSE PURPOSE RUNDOWN CORRECTION LIST 

A, about, accepted, account, accurately, accusation, acknowledge, afraid, afterward, 
alcohol, all, already, an, angry, answer, any, anything, ARC break, are, 
area, asked, at, audited, auditing, auditor, Auditor's Code, avoid 

Back, bad, basic, be, because, been, believed, believing, betrayal, blackness, black PR, 
blow, blown, breaks, but, by, bypassed, bypassed charge 

Call, campaign, cans, chain, charge, charged, coming up, committing, computation, 
Confessional, conflicts, confusion, consideration, could, couldn't, covered up, cover 
up, Crashing Misunderstood Word, crime 

Dare, date, demanded, destructive, did, didn't, different, differently, do, done, don't, drug, 
drugged, drugs, dynamic 

Earlier, electric, else, error, ethics, Ethics Officer, evaluation, ever, everything, evil, exact, 
exterior 

Fail, failed, false, falsified, fear, feel, find out, first, F/N, F/N’ing, for, found, from, fully 

Get, getting, giving, good, go on, gotten, gotten off 

Had, half-truths, handled, happen, harmful, has, have, have to, having, he, hear, hidden, 
hot, hungry 

Implant, implanted, impulse, in, incident, incredible, injustice, intend, intention, into, 
invalidated, involved, is, it, item 

Jumped, justified 

Kept, knowing, known 

Late, left, lessen, lie, life, lifetime, list, location 

Make, medicine, mention, meter, might, misdirect, missed, missed withhold, 
misunderstood, moment, more 

Never, no, non-survival, not, nothing 



Of, off, officer, on, once, one, only, opinions, or, other, others, out, out-ethics, over, 
overrun, overt, overts 

Pain-drug-hypnosis, part, past, postulate, PR, pretending, priest, prior, problem, protested, 
psychiatrist, PTS, purpose 

Question  

Read, really, recently, remember, reports, reputation, responsibility, rest, restimulated, 
revealed, run, rundown, run out 

Said, same, saw, say, saying, Scientology, Sec Check, see, service fac, shocked, 
should, similar, situation, some, someone, something, sort, strange, subject, suppressed 

Taken, taken place, taken up, taking, tell, telling, than, that, the, then, there, think, this, 
those, time, tired, to, told, too, toward, tried, trouble, try 

Undisclosed, un-flat, upset, use 

Victim 

Waiting, wanted, was, wasn't, way, went, were, weren't, what, when, whole track, with, 
withheld, withhold, withholding, withholds, without, word, worded, worried, wrong 

You, your, you’ve 
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